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The Index 
 

The Index is TMN’s most popular advertising destination. There are many editions 
published throughout the semester, usually every week or two weeks and it offers a wide 
array of products and prices for any size business (family shop to national corporation). 
Typically, as far as viewership numbers go, The Index averages about 1,500 readers per 

edition (Source: Editor-In-Chief - Ryan Pivoney). Each and every edition has 2,000 copies 
distributed on Truman State’s campus and throughout the Kirksville area (HyVee, 
Walmart, Pancake City, Manor Care). The Index is free to pick up at any location 

unlike the Kirksville Daily Express.   
 

Our viewership numbers indicate we had around 1,469 readers for our second edition - 
8/22/19 (Source: Editor-In-Chief - Ryan Pivoney). We usually order 2,000 copies when 

we publish. 
 



 



 
 

TMN Online 
 

TMN Online is a one-stop shop for all of TMN’s news stories from different media 
outlets. The prices are extremely inexpensive for the exposure that a business is receiving. 

Anyone who goes to the website will see your ad on the main page. Our viewership 
numbers indicate that 10,469 viewers were on the website in August 2019 (Source: 

Editor-In-Chief - Ryan Pivoney). If you want to get the maximum amount of exposure 
possible, consider the Banner Ad that will feature your ad at the top of the website. No 

one will lose sight of this ad.  
 



(Banner Ad)

  
 

(300 x 225 picas) 

 



KTRM (88.7 FM) 
 

“KTRM reaches 92% of Americans each week and reaches more Truman students 
than any other campus media” - Monica Fallone (Radio Manager) 

 
KTRM, 88.7 F.M., is a non-profit student-run radio show that features many different 
student DJ’s on campus. This media outlet is very effective at presenting advertisements 

to a large audience (Truman State and Kirksville Community). Also, the prices are 
incredibly affordable for any size of business given the amount of exposure they will 

receive. However, unlike the other media outlets, KTRM will sell underwriting spots 
rather than general ads that you see in the newspaper. These spots can only include 

general information about the business such as their name, address, and contact 
information. Think of an opening sponsor ad: “brought to you by”. 

 
KTRM’s products feature weekly and monthly ads that can run 2 or 3 times a day 

(different pricing for number of times per day). There is also a sports broadcasting ad 
package. Basically, a business can have their ad ran during the live KTRM broadcasts of 
football games or men’s and women’s basketball games at least twice a game (number of 
ad spots will be determined based on number of businesses paying for that product). This 

product is underrated because there is a significant spike in listeners on KTRM during 
Football games and Basketball games. The online stream had over 95 viewers for the 

football game on 9/15/2019.    
 

 

TMN-TV 
 

TMN-TV is a student-run broadcast network with student reporters and live broadcasts 
each week. This outlet broadcasts every Thursday on TSU cable channel 36 at 5:30 p.m. 
and is streamed on their Youtube channel. The show is rebroadcast throughout the week 
to the Kirksville community on Sparklight, channel 3, and is available on their YouTube 
channel. Several different products within this outlet are ripe for utilization. There are 



three types of products: 1) The Broadcast home screen runs 24/7 on a number of 
on-campus TV's located in the academic buildings. Advertisements run constantly on the 

screen and we sell this product weekly and monthly. Hundreds of students walk by 
these TV screens every day. 2) The crawl moves along the bottom of the screen and can 

highlight different ads. This product includes only text, but is significantly cheaper. 3) 15 
or 30 second commercial during every broadcast for a semester.  

 
 
 

(Ad Screen Graphic) 

 
 

 



Detours 
 

Detours, known as the “Explorers Guide to the Midwest,” is a travel magazine produced 
by Truman students that focuses on the tristate area of Missouri, Iowa and Illinois. 

Detours was first published in 1996 and features little-known treasures throughout the 
Midwest of interest to travelers. Detours is a web-based service that offers a magazine 

online format (published twice a year) as well as frequent website updates that focus on 
travel related to “at home and abroad.” 

 
The products featured in Detours are identical to the TMN Online products (ex. 

300x225). In terms of viewership, 343 people viewed the online magazine in October 
2019 with an average session rate of 51 minutes (Google Analytics).   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Contract 
 

Signing a contract with the Truman Media Network will bring huge savings to your 
business!  The contract discounts offer a wide array of affordable products that are easily 
accessible to the Truman State population. Essentially, here at TMN, we focus on giving 
our clients the best service and prices possible. As manager, I guarantee that you will be 

satisfied if you choose to sign on with the Truman Media Network. 
-Reese Rosenquist 

 
 
Contract 
Discounts 

The 
Index KTRM TMN-TV TMN 

Online Detours Incentive* Base 
Product 
Sold: The 
Index 

All editions 
for 
semester 
(non-profits) 

25% 
(40%) 

50% 
(60%) 

50% 
(60%) 

50% 
(60%) 

50% 
(60%) 

Free month of KTRM (3 Ann. per day), 
TMN Online (300x225), TMN-TV 
(Crawl), or Detours (300x225) 

5-9 editions 
for 
semester 
(non-profits) 

20% 
(35%) 

40% 
(50%) 

40% 
(50%) 

40% 
(50%) 

40% 
(50%) 

Free two weeks of KTRM (3 Ann. per 
day), TMN Online (300x225), TMN-TV 
(Crawl), or Detours (300x225) 

2-4 editions 
for 
semester 
(non-profits) 

15% 
(30%) 

30% 
(40%) 

30% 
(40%) 

30% 
(40%) 

30% 
(40%) 

Free one week of KTRM (3 Ann. per 
day), TMN Online (300x225), TMN-TV 
(Crawl), or Detours (300x225) 

  
 
*new businesses only - active for two 
semester contracts 

Non-profits receive 30% off on 
purchases for General Ads. 

 


